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Abstract
In th is paper an algorithm is given to  decide if a given polynomial in two 
variables w ith coefficients in a finitely generated K -algebra is a  coordinate and 
if so, find a m ate for th is polynomial.
1 Introduction
One of the most fundamental questions in studying problems on affine n-space is the 
following : given a polynomial F  in n variables over a field K,  how can one decide 
if F  is a coordinate ? Related problems are the Abhyankar-Sathaye Conjecture, the 
Cancellation Problem, the Jacobian Conjecture and Linearization Conjectures (see 
[10],[9] and [7] for more details).
In case n = 2 this problem was solved by Ch§dzynski and Krasinski in [3] and by the 
second author in [8]; in fact, in the last paper also an algorithm was given to compute 
a mate of F. However the case n > 3 remains open.
Recently in [6] a new impuls to the study of coordinates was given. In that paper the 
authors study polynomials in 2 variables over an almost arbitrary commutative ring, 
but restrict their attention to coordinates of length at most 2. Nevertheless the results 
obtained are already rather powerful in the sense that they are used to construct new 
coordinates in n{> 2) variables. These new coordinates are for example used to solve 
a question posed by A. Choudary and A. Dimca in [5].
In this paper we completely solve the problem of deciding if a given polynomial F  
in 2 variables over an arbitrary finitely generated if-algebra (where i f  is a field of 
characteristic zero) is a coordinate. More precisely, we give an algorithmic solution. 
Moreover, in case F  is a coordinate we also give an algorithm which computes a mate 
of F , i.e. a G G A[X,Y]  such that A[F,G\ = A[X,Y].
The algorithms are based on results concerning locally nilpotent derivations, mostly 
taken from [2], results of Gröbner basis theory (see [1]) and a particular result of [4].
2 Preliminaries
In the rest of this paper K  will be a computable field of characteristic zero and 
A a finitely generated if-algebra, say A = K [X i , . . .  , X m]/I  for some ideal i  of 
K[X  i , . . .  , X m], Let , f s) be a Gröbner basis of I  with respect to some ad­
ressable term ordering. Let F  € A[X,Y]  and define the derivation D on A[X,Y]
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by D  := Fydx  — F x d y , where Fx  =  an(  ^ ^ Y =  §F- Let’s denote its kernel by 
A[X , Y ] D . An element s £ A [ X ,Y ]  is called a slice of D  if D(s)  = 1. I? is called 
locally nilpotent if for every a  £ A [X ,Y ]  there exists an n £ N* such that D n (a) = 0. 
If a is an ideal of A, D  will be the induced derivation on A /a [ X ,Y } .  The nilradical 
of A  will be denoted by r¡. In case A  is a domain, Q (A)  is the quotient field of A. 
First, we will state Theorem 3.5 from [2].
T h e o r e m  2 .1 . A n y  locally nilpotent derivation D  on A [X ,Y ]  satisfying div(D ) =  0 
and 1 £ ( D ( X ) , D ( Y )  has a slice and satisfies A [ X ,Y ] D = A[P], where P  £ A [X ,Y ]  
has the property, that P x  = —D ( Y )  and P y  = D ( X ) .  This P  is unique up to a 
constant.
This theorem will be very useful for our algorithm, for it has as its almost imme­
diate consequence the following proposition which gives a nice equivalent description 
of a coordinate in two variables.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .2 . F  is a coordinate if  and only i f  D  is locally nilpotent on A [X ,Y ]  
and 1 £ ( F x , F y ) ■
Proof. If F  is a coordinate, there exists a G £ A [X ,Y ]  such that F x G y  — F y G x  € 
A [X ,Y }* ,  yielding (F x , F y ) =  (1). Viewing F x G y  — F y G x  modulo r¡ we get 
F x G y  — G x F y  £ (A/r;)*, which implies ( D ri)2(G) = 0 . Of course Z)’, (F) =  0, 
and because F  and G  generate A /i][X ,Y ] ,  it follows that D n is locally nilpotent on 
A /t][X ,Y] ,  So by Lemma 2.1.15 in [7], we conclude, that D  is already locally nilpo­
tent on A [X ,Y } .
Now suppose D  is locally nilpotent and (F x , F y ) = (1). It is easily computed 
that div(D ) = 0, so we can use Theorem 2.1 to conclude, that D  has a slice G £ 
A [X ,Y ]  and A[X , Y ] D = A[F], Using Lemma 2.3 below we conclude, that A [X ,Y ]  = 
A[X ,  Y]d [G] = A[F,G\, so F  is a coordinate. □
L em m a  2 .3 . I f  R is an A-algebra and D  is a locally nilpotent A-derivation on R  
with a slice s £ R, then R = i?D [s], a polynomial ring in s over R D, and D  = -^ on 
R.
For a proof of this lemma we refer to [7]. The statement in Proposition 2.2 above is 
very useful in the sense that there exists a way to find out whether a given derivation 
D  is locally nilpotent. This is described in Proposition 2.5, which makes use of the 
following theorem that can be found in [7].
T h e o r e m  2 .4 . Let K  be a field of characteristic zero. Let  0 ^  D  = a d x  + bdy be a 
K-derivation on K [ X ,Y ] ,  P u t  d : =  m ax{degx(a ,) ,degy(a ) ,degx(b ) ,degy(b )} .  Then  
D  is locally nilpotent i f  and only i f  D d+2(X )  = D d+2(Y )  = 0.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .5 . I f  A  is a Q-algebra and D  a derivation on A [ X ,Y ] ,  let d  := 
m a x {d e g x (a ) ,d eg y (a ) ,d e g x (b ) ,d e g y (b )} .  Then the following statements are equiva­
lent :
1. D  is locally nilpotent
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2. Dd+2( X ) ,D d+2(Y) £ r¡A[X,Y]
Proof. Gathering the coefficients of D(X)  and D(Y),  we may assume, that A is 
Noetherian. Let e € N* such that r]e = (0).
1 2 : Let p £ Spec(A). D is locally nilpotent on A/p[X,Y]  and A/p  is a domain, 
so by Theorem 2.4 (take K  = Q(A/p)) we certainly have D d+' (X )  = Dd+'(Y )  = 0, 
i.e. D d+2(X), Dd+2(Y) £ pA[X,Y}. This is true for all prime ideals p, which means 
that D d+2( X ) ,D d+2(Y) £ r¡A[X,Y].
2 1 : Clearly D n is locally nilpotent, so by Lemma 2.1.15 in [7], D is also locally 
nilpotent. □
R em ark  2.6. The statement lD is a locally nilpotent derivation D d+2(X) = 
Dd+2(Y) = 0’ is not true in general. For example, take A = C[T]/(T2) and e = 
T. Then F  := (X +  Y 2, Y)  o ( X , Y  +  eX2) = (X  +  Y 2 +  2e X 2Y , Y  +  e X 2) is an 
automorphism, so D := (Fi)ydx — (Fi)xdy = (2Y  + 2eX2)dx — (1 +  4e XY)dy  is 
locally nilpotent (here F± = X  + Y 2 + 2e X 2Y),  but DA(Y) = —24e ^  0.
The following useful lemma is also due to [2]. We will use the technique of this 
lemma in our algorithm in the next section.
--- Ii --- ƒ i __Jr
L em m a 2.7. Let D be surjective for the ideals h , . . .  , I r Ç A. Then D is
also surjective.
Proof. It is enough to show that if D 1, D J are surjective D IJ is too. Let a £ A[X, Y] 
be arbitrary. There exists b £ A[X,Y]  such that D (b) = a  hence D(b) = a + i where 
i £ IA[X,Y],  Write i =  Yk=o'',kck where ik £ I,Ck £ A[X,Y],  Then for every c*
there exists some dk such that D(dk) = Ck + jk for some jk £ JA[X,Y]  since D is 
surjective. Now D(b -  =  a ~  Since e IJA[X,  Y]
we are done. □
One important theorem we will use in the algoritm can be found as Theorem 10 
in [4] and it states the following :
T heorem  2.8. Let F £ C[X, Y] be monic in X ,  say F = X n + p n_ i(Y )X n_1 H------ b
P i ( Y ) X  + P o ( Y ) where every P i ( Y )  £  C[Y] and n >  2. Let S  be the Sylvester matrix of 
Fx and Fy. If  ( a A Y ) , . .. ,a i+ n_i(Y)) is the bottom row of the adjoint of S, define 
A ( X , Y ) , B ( X , Y )  £ C[X,Y] as -4(X,Y) =  a1( Y ) X k- 1 + ■■■ + a*_i(Y)X +  ak(Y) 
and B ( X , Y )  = —(ak+i(Y)Xn + • • • +  ak+n- 2(Y )X  + a,k+n- i ( Y ) ) ■ Now suppose 
elegy F > 1 and let d = />’<•••> \ (/‘ \ ./• > )• Then d = AI-\ — BFy and the following two 
conditions are equivalent.
1. F has a younger mate relative to the X-degree.
2. d £ C* and A x  = By
If  these two conditions are satisfied, then a younger mate G of F relative to the 
X-degree is given by G =  |  (JB dX  + J A d Y  — f / A x  dYdX ) .
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Reading the proof of this theorem, it becomes obvious that C can be replaced by 
any field of characteristic zero. The polynomial F  in the previous theorem must be 
monic in X  and our F  £ A[X,Y]  need not be, but fortunately we have the following 
lemma, which can be found as Corollary 3.3.7 in [7].
L em m a  2 .9 . Let R be a domain and F  = (F i,F 2) £ AutnR[X,Y]. Then vie have 
fo r  all i , j  : i f  degxjF i  > 0, then the leading coefficient of Ft with respect to Xj  is a 
nonzero constant.
Finally we state the following lemma, which can be found in [7].
L em m a  2 .1 0 . Let R  Ç S be commutative rings and F £ R[X]n such that det J F ( 0) £ 
R* . I f  F is invertible over S,  then F is invertible over R.
3 The m ate algorithm
First we will give an algorithm to find a mate for a given coordinate in case A is a 
domain. Then we will use this algorithm in the next one, which decides if a given 
F  £ A[X,Y]  is a coordinate (here A is not necessarily a domain), and if so, finds a 
mate for F. In these algorithms we will use several other ones, which were taken from
[1] and [7]. These are stated at the end of this section.
So let’s take a look at the first algorithm, which can be found below. Here J is a 
prime ideal, so A is a domain. Interchanging X  and Y,  if necessary, we may assume, 
that n := degx(F)  > elegy(F). If elegy (F) = 0 then by Proposition 2 .2, 1 £ (Fx) ,  
i.e. Fx £ A[X,Y}* = A* (for A is a domain), so F  =  ÀX + ß  for some À £ A* and 
ß  £ A\Y],  which implies that we can take Y as a mate for F. If n = 1, F  is linear, 
so 1 is in the ideal of the coefficients of X  and Y  in F  and we can use the algorithm 
EXTGROBNER to determine the coefficients of this linear combination, which give 
a mate for F.
So from now on, we may assume, that n >  2. From Lemma 2.9 we get that the 
coefficient of X ” in F  is a nonzero constant. It is easily seen, that in this case 
Theorem 2.8 can still be applied. Furthermore, F  is a tame coordinate over Q(A), so 
by Corollary 5.1.6 in [7], F  has a younger mate relative to the X-degree. The Theorem 
now tells us, that d = R e s x ( F x , Fy)  £ Q(A)* fl A[X,Y] = *4\{0} and G defined as 
G := ß e l X  +  fAe lY  -  j j A x  elYelX satisfies G yFx  -  G x Fy = el. So D(G) = 0 in 
A/(d)[X,Y],  which implies by Theorem 2.1 that there exists an H £ A[T] such that 
G = H(F).  We can use the algorithm MEMBER to find such an H.
Now G — H(F)  is divisible by d, so we can use the algorithms EXTGROBNER 
and REDPOL to find G := G- f  F) . Notice that Q(A)[F, =  Q(A)[F,G\ =
Q(A)[X,Y]  and det J(F, =  ^  so by Proposition 2.10, (F,G) is an invertible
polynomial map, which means that G is a mate for F.
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A lgorithm  PR !>.\I.V I ' /)
In p u t : A coordinate F £ A[X,Y]  with A := K [ X  1, . . .  , X m] / I ,  where i f  is a 
computable field of characteristic zero and i  =  ( f i , . . .  , f s) is a prime ideal of 
K [XU ...  , X m}.
O u tp u t : A mate G £ A[X,Y]  for /•'.
B e g in  
c := 0 ;
i f  degx(F) < degy(F)  th e n  F ( X , Y )  : F(Y,X) ;  c := 1 fl;
n := degx(F);
i f  degr(F) = 0 th e n  G (X ,Y )  := Y  
e lse  i f  n =  1
th e n  (G, g, J7):=EXTGRÖBNER(F(0,1 ) - F ( 0 ,0), F ( l ,  0 ) - F ( 0 ,0), f i , . . .  , ƒ,);
G(X ,Y )  := -Qi ,F(0,i)-F(0,0)X  +  Qi,f(i,o)-f(o,o)^
e ls e d  :=  />’< .•> \ ( /- \  . ): S  := S y lv (F x ,F Y ) ;  T  :=  adjoint(S); k := degx(F y);  
for i from  1 to  k + n + 1 d o  a,(F ) := T(k + n — 1, *) od;
A(X,  Y)  := at ( Y ) X k~1 + • • • +  ak(Y)-,
B ( X , Y )  := - ( a k+1( Y ) X n~* + ■■■ + ak+n^ ( Y ) ) ;
G(X,  Y)  := J'B dX + ¡A d Y  -  f / A x  dYdX;
II : .\IK.\II?KR((7. J s,d));Pl := degx (G -  H(F));
p2 := degY (G -  F (F )); (CÏ,. (,’.ƒ )  :=EXTGRÖBNER(A,. . .  
for i from  1 to  pi d o  for j  from  1 to  do  
a itj := coeff{G -  H{F), X iYi)-, 
i f  hij  #  0 th e n  :=REDPOL(a¿ii,G i) fl
o d  od;
G (X ,Y )  := E é j ( E sGGl q ÿ Q g J X W
fl
fl; i f  c =  1 th e n  G(X ,Y )  := G(Y,X)  fl; 
l-et, iii'iil 6 '(.V. Y))  
en d
Let’s look at the second algorithm. Here i  denotes an arbitrary proper ideal of 
K[X i , . . .  , X m], First we check if F  is a coordinate. Proposition 2.2 describes an easy 
way to test this. To check if D is locally nilpotent, we use Proposition 2.5. We can use 
the algorithm RADICAL to calculate G := r(I), the radical of i  (which corresponds 
with the nilradical of .4), and by the algorithms GRÖBNER and REDPOL we find 
out if D d+2(X), Dd+2(Y) £ r}A[X,Y]. To check if 1 £ (F x , F y ), use the algorithm 
GRÖBNER to calculate a Gröbnerbasis of this ideal, and see if it equals {1}.
Now suppose we know that F  is a coordinate. We want to reduce to the case when 
the ring of coefficients is a domain, so first we calculate a primary decomposition of
i  using the algorithm PRIMDEC, say i  =  qi fl • • • fl q¿, where q i , . . .  , qj are primary 
ideals with their respective associated primes p i , . . .  ,pj (so r(I) =  pi n • • • fl p¿). For 
every k < I we know that F  is a coordinate over A/pk, so using the previous algorithm 
we find for every k a mate Gk for F. Using this information, we construct a mate 
for F  over A/r], in the following way. With induction on k, we prove by construction 
that there is a mate for F  over A/(pi  • • • p^) as follows :
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we already have G\ as mate for F  over A ¡pi. So assume we have a mate H  for F  over 
A/(pi  ■■■pk)- Because A/pk+i[F,Gk+i\ = A¡p¡.+i[X,Y}, we can use the algorithm 
MEMBER for every monomial X*YJ' in D(H) — 1 to write X*YJ' =  Mij(F,Gk+i)
(modpk+i)• Let c ,j  be the coefficient of each monomial X*YJ' in D(H ) — 1. Now 
redefine H  as H := H — V ( . •  j M ij(F,Gk+i) dGk+i- We will prove that this if  
satisfies D(H ) = \(rnodpi • • We know that
D( ƒ M itj(F ,G k+1) d G k+1) =  ^ — ( ƒ MW(F, Gfc+i) dGfc+i)
= M ij (F ,G k+i) = X*FJ (TOodpfc+i)
and by the induction hypothesis € pi • • • p* (for D(H)  — 1 € pi • • • pfc[X, F]), 
so we have
CijD( ƒ Mij(F,  Gk+i) dGk+i) = Ci jX%Y J (modp! ■ ■ ■ pk+i) 
and taking sums over all i and j  we get
M i}j(F,Gk+1 ) dGk+1 ) E ^ CliiX Y j = /..>(//) -  1 (modpi •••pfc+i)
hi hi
which implies that our new H  satisfies D(H) = 1 (modpi • • • pfc+i). Furthermore, from 
the locally nilpotency of D the locally nilpotency of D follows, so by Proposition 2.2 
we get, that H  is a mate for F  over A ¡ (pi • • -p^+i).
So eventually we have an H  € A[X, Y] such that H  is a mate for F  over A ¡ (pi • • • pj). 
But then also H  is a mate for F  over A/(pi  n • • • fl p¿) =  A¡r\. Furthermore, by 
calculating for every generator g of the ideal r(J) an eg G N* such that gCg £ I, we 
get an e € N* such that r]e = (0), namely e := E sgg ea- using the same method 
as we’ve just seen (but now with H  in stead of every G% and r¡ in stead of every p*), 
we find a G € A[X, Y] such that G is a mate for F  over A fr f  =  A.
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In p u t : F £ A[X, Y] with A := K[X i , . . .  , X m]/I, where i f  is a computable field of 
characteristic zero and i  =  ( f i , . . .  , f s) is a proper ideal of K [ X i , . . .  , X m],
O u tp u t : Either a message that F  is no coordinate or a mate G £ A[X,Y]  for F.
B egin
c := 1; G :=RADICAL(/i,. . .  , f s); d := max(degx (Fx),degY(Fx),degx(FY),degY(FY ))-, 
G :=GRÖBNER(G); ( T u n )  :=REDPOL(£>d+2(X),G); (T2,r2) :=REDPOL(Dd+2(Y),G); 
if  n  =  0 and  r 2 =  0 th e n  P  :=GRÔBNER(Fx ,FY , f i , . .. , ƒ,);
if  P  ^  {1} th e n  c := 0 fl 
else c := 0
fl;if  c =  0 th e n  î etin  nl "/• is no coordinate”)
else P  :=PR IM D EC (/i,. . .  . / J :  II :=PRE-M ATE(^, p^; 
for k from  1 to  # (P )  -  I d o G j  :=PRE-M ATE(^,pfc); 
p i := degx (D(H) -  1);
P 2 ■ =  degY (D(H)  -  1);
for i from  1 to  pi do for j  from  1 to  p2 do
ci}j := corjji Di li ) — 1. .V : M itj :=MEMBER(X®YJ’, {F, Gu+i}, pfc+i ) 
od  od;
H := H — Y i j  Cij ¡ M itj(F,Gk+1)dGk+1
od;
for g £ G do es := 1; g’ := D(g)-, (T3,r3) :=REDPOL(p', i);
if r3 #  0 th e n  n := n + 1; g1 := D(gr) fl 
od;
e := E sgg e3’ '■ X;
for k from  1 to  e — 1 do pi := degx(D(G) — 1); p2 := de^y(i?(G) — 1); 
for i from  1 to  pi do for j  from  1 to  p2 do
d j  : coeff(D(G) — 1,X*YJ); M i}j :=MEMBER( X W ,{F,H},r))-, 
od od;
G : = G - ' £ i , j ci,j j M i,j (F,H)dH
od;
return (G )
fl
end.
We conclude this paper by stating the algorithms used in this section. The first 5 
algorithms were taken from [1],
A lgorithm  REDPOL
A lgorithm  MATE (F, I)
In p u t : A finite subset P  of K[X i , . . .  , X m] and ƒ £ K[X  i , . . .  , XTOJ.
O u tp u t : A normal form g of ƒ modulo P,  and a family T  =  {qp}pep of polynomials 
with ƒ =  YpepQpP +  9 and max{lt(qpp) | p £ P,qpp 7^  0} < where for h, £
K[X  1, . . .  , X m], lt(h) is the leading term of h, w.r.t. some admissable term ordering.
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A lgorithm  GRÖBNER
In p u t : A finite subset F  of K [ X \ , . . .  , X m].
O u tp u t : A finite subset G of K[X  1, . . .  , X m] with F  C G such that G is a 
GRÖBNER basis for (F).
A lgorithm  EXTGROBNER 
In p u t : A finite subset F  of K[X i , . . .  , X m].
O u tp u t : A finite subset G of K[X  1, . . .  , X m] with F  C G such that G is a 
GRÖBNER basis for (F) and families Q =  { { Q gj } f e J 7}geQ and F  =  { { P f ^ ì g e QÌ f e J 7 
such that g = E /G^  Q g j f  and ƒ =  E sGg p f,g9 for all g £ G and ƒ G F.
A lgorithm  RADICAL
In p u t : A finite subset F  of K [ X \ , . . .  , X m].
O u tp u t : A finite basis G of r(F).
A lgorithm  PRIMDEC 
In p u t : A finite subset F  of K [ X \ , . . .  , X m].
O u tp u t:  A set P = {(Gi, H i ) , . . .  , (Gr, Hr)} of pairs offinite subsets of K [ X \ , . . .  , X m] 
such that P = 0 if 1 £ (F), while otherwise
• For all i, q, := (G¿) is primary with associated prime p, := (Hi)
• qt ^  Qj and p, ^  pj whenever i ^  j
• (F) =  qi fl • • • fl qr .
And, finally we used the algorithm below, which was taken from [7].
A lgorithm  MEMBER
In p u t:  A finitely generated K-algebra, K [ x i , . . .  , x m] and f i , . . .  , fk ,g  £ K[x i , . . .  , x m]. 
o u tp u t : Either P £ K [X i , . . .  , X m] such that g = P ( f i , .  ■ ■ , fk) or a message that 
g ^ K [ h , . . .  , f k}.
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